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Abstract—We have developed a neural network based upon modeling fields for improved object tracking. Models for GMTI tracks have been developed as well as neural architecture incorporating these models. The neural tracker overcomes combinatorial complexity of tracking in highly-cluttered scenarios and results in about 20 dB (two orders of magnitude) improvement in signal-to-clutter ratio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

G
 ROUND Moving Target Indication (GMTI) radar signals have been used for tracking since the 1990’s [1]. When clutter is strong, so that signals are below clutter, detection and tracking is difficult. The Cramer-Rao Bound for tracking [2] indicates that performance of the state-of-the-art algorithms is significantly below the information-theoretic limit.

The current GMTI detection and tracking subsystem operates in a two-step process. First, Doppler peaks are detected that exceed a predetermined threshold. Second, these potential target peaks are then used to initiate tracks. This two-step procedure is a state-of-the-art approach which is currently used by most tracking systems. The limitation of this procedure is determined by the detection threshold. If the threshold is reduced, the number of detected peaks grows quickly. Increased computer power does not help because the processing requirements are combinatorial in terms of the number of peaks, so that a tenfold increase in the number of peaks results in a million fold increase in the required computer power.

The limiting factor for existing tracking algorithms is combinatorial complexity (CC) and not the absence of information in the data. CC has been encountered since the 1950s in various applications and was manifest in a variety of mathematical techniques. An early case was Bellman’s discussion of the “the curse of dimensionality” [3]. The following thirty years of developing self-learning mathematical techniques led to a conclusion that these approaches often encountered CC of learning requirements. The required examples had to account for all possible variations of “an object,” in all possible combinations with other objects, conditions, etc. The number of combinations quickly grows with the number of objects and conditions; say, a medium complexity problem of recognizing 100 different objects in various combinations might lead to a need to learn 100100 combinations; this number is larger than the number of all elementary particle interactions in the entire life of the Universe [4]

Initially, tracking algorithms did not face combinatorial complexity [5], and simple track models were used. Kalman filters revolutionized tracking [6] by providing the possibility to use complex track models. However, Kalman filters were designed for tracking single targets. For multiple targets in clutter, radar returns had to be associated either with clutter, or with a track, and therefore association algorithms had to be developed. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [7] is a widely-used algorithm which evaluates multiple hypotheses about how the set of radar returns are associated with each track, or with clutter. It is well-known, however, to face CC [8]. To alleviate the CC of MHT, the Probabilistic Data Association (PDA) algorithm was developed [9]. However, it can only maintain tracks - it cannot be used to initiate tracks in clutter.

Neural algorithms for tracking were developed based on Widrow’s Adaline [10], a pioneering neural network combining neural architecture and a model-based structure suitable for tracking a single target. In this article a neural architecture is developed for tracking multiple targets in clutter, while avoiding combinatorial complexity. The tracker is tailored in this article for GMTI data, and it follows the neural modeling fields architecture described in [8].

II. NEURAL MODELING FIELDS FOR GMTI TRACKING

For GMTI tracking, in neural modeling fields theory NMF [8], each input neuron, n = 1,..., N, encodes four values: range and cross-range positions of cell n (x_n, y_n), and radar return parameters amplitude and Doppler (a_n, D_n); we denote \( X(n) = (x_n, y_n, a_n, D_n) \). Every radar return is also characterized by time \( t_n \). A set of \( X(n) \) we call an input neural field, it is a set of bottom-up input signals. Top-down, or priming signals to these
neurons are generated by models, a clutter-model and track-models, $M_j(S_j, n)$, enumerated by index $h = 1, \ldots, H$. Each model is characterized by its parameters, $S_j$. In this paper we consider targets moving with constant velocities, $(v_{x_j}, v_{y_j})$:

$$M_j(S_j, n) = (x_0 + v_{x_j} t_n, y_0 + v_{y_j} t_n, a, D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

These models predict expected positions of targets. The neural network compares these predictions to the data and generates parameter update signals as described later. Model parameters $S_h = (x_0, v_{x_j}, y_0, v_{y_j}, a, D, H)$ characterize position, velocity, average amplitude, and Doppler of the target, also $D = v_{x_j}$. These parameters are not known and are to be estimated through the internal dynamics of the NMF neural network.

Interaction between bottom-up and top-down signals is determined by neural weights. First, define similarity measures between bottom-up signals $X(n)$ and top-down signals $M_h$,

$$f(h|n) = \frac{r(h)}{l(n|h) \sum_{i \in H} r(i) l(h|i)}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here we use a Gaussian function with the mean $M_h$ and a diagonal covariance $C_h = \text{diag}(\sigma_{x_j}^2, \sigma_{y_j}^2, \sigma_a^2, \sigma_D^2)$. Second, compute neural weights,

$$\sigma = \text{initial} \exp(-7i/IT) + \sigma_{\text{final}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

Here, $\sigma_{\text{initial}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{final}}$ are initial and final values of standard deviation. The initial value is defined using standard statistical procedure [11] from all available data. The final value is defined by the radar measurement errors. The exponential factor is defined so that at the end of iterations the first item is small; $i$ is the iteration number, and $IT$ is the total number of iterations; it is set from experience. Usually, it is between 10 and 100. Results are not very sensitive and few trials are sufficient. Number of tracks is also an unknown parameter estimated from the data. Here we describe a simple procedure that we used in the example in the following section. We start with a larger number of track models than is actually expected. After every five iterations, if estimated tracks come closer to each other than two standard deviations, one of them is removed and reinitialized randomly. After convergence ($i = IT$), for each track we compute detection measures defined as a local log-likelihood ratio computed using returns within two standard deviations $\{n\}$ of each track:

$$LLR(h) = \sum_{n \in \{n\}} \left[ \log f(n|h) - \log f(n\{n\}) \right].$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

Convergence of this iterative procedure to a local maximum of similarity measure (2) was proven in [8]. Such local convergence usually occurs within relatively few iterations; a typical example in the next section took 20 iterations. Since similarity is a highly non-linear function, regular convergence to the global maximum can not be expected. The local rather than global convergence sometimes presents an irresolvable
Difficulty in many applications. In the presented method, this problem is resolved in three ways. First, the large initial standard deviation of the similarity measure smooths local maxima. Second, according to the above description (before equation (10)), a large number of tracks is used initially; many of them are re-initiated several times. Therefore if a particular real track is not “captured” after few iterations, it will be captured at a later iteration, after track re-initialization. Third, some of the initiated track-models converge to spurious events not corresponding to real tracks; say they will come nearby only two data points. In these cases, local log-likelihood ratio (10) will be low and spurious events are discarded. A detailed characterization of performance usually requires operating curves [12], plots of probability of detection vs. probability of false alarm, computed for various signal-to-clutter ratios, densities of targets, target velocities, and other scenario parameters. Such detailed characterization is beyond the scope of this letter. We would just add that the NMF tracker performance came close to the Cramer-Rao Bound for tracking in several cases, when we performed such an investigation; these studies will be published separately. Finally, in practical applications, detecting a track is only a part of the overall tracking procedure. The detection procedure described in this section and illustrated in the next section is performed many times, as new data are acquired. Detected short-term tracks (tracklets) are connected into long-term tracks. In this process spurious events are discarded, and tracks not detected initially are detected at a later time. This procedure, however, is not a subject of this paper. Graphical representation of the described NMF architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

The computational complexity of the procedure described in this section is proportional to the number of data points and the number of tracks, \(\text{const}^*N^*H\). The const here accounts for the number of iterations, and for complexity of procedures described by (1) through (9). Typical numbers are discussed in the next section. The principal theoretical moment is that this number is linear in \(N\) and in \(H\), rather than combinatorial, \(\sim H^N\) like in MHT.

### III. TRACKING EXAMPLE

An application example of the NMF technique described above is illustrated in Fig. 2, where detection and tracking are performed on targets below the clutter level. Fig. 2(a) shows true track positions in a 0.5km * 0.5km data set, while Fig. 2(b) shows the actual data available for detection and tracking. In this data, the target returns are buried in the clutter, with signal-to-clutter ratio of about \(-2\)dB for amplitude and \(-3\)dB for Doppler. Here, the data is displayed such that all six revisit scans are shown superimposed in the 0.5km * 0.5km area. 500 pre-detected signals per scan, and the brightness of each data sample is proportional to its measured Doppler value. Figs. 2(c)-2(h) illustrate the evolution of the NMF model as it adapts during increasing iterations. Here, Fig. 2(c) shows the initial vague-fuzzy model, while Fig. 2(h) shows the model upon convergence at 20 iterations. Between (c) and (h) the NMF neural network automatically decides how many model components are needed to fit the data, and simultaneously adapts the model parameters, including target track parameters. There are two types of models: one uniform model describing clutter (it is not shown), and linear track models with large uncertainty; the number of track models is determined from data as described in the previous section. In (c) and (d), the NMF neural network fits the data with one model, and uncertainty is somewhat reduced. Between (d) and (e) NMF uses more than one track-model and decides that it needs two models to ‘understand’ the content of the data. Fitting with 2 tracks continues until (f); between (f) and (g) a third track is added. Iterations stop at (h), when similarity stops increasing. Detected tracks closely correspond to the truth (a).

Fig.2 illustrations are directly related to values of the model parameters described in previous section. The brightness of the figure is proportional to neural weights (3). Each track begins at \((x_{0h}, y_{0h})\) and extends to \((x_{0h} + vx^h_{t_0}, y_{0h} + vy^h_{t_0})\). Thickness of tracks is determined by standard deviation \(\sigma\).

The number of neurons is dominated by the number of data neurons; their total number is \(500x6 = 3000\). The number of modeling neurons varied during iterations with the number of models, most of the time, as we can see in Fig.2 frames there were 4 modeling neurons, 1 for clutter and 3 for track models.

In this example, target signals are below clutter. A single scan does not contain enough information for detection. Detection should be performed concurrently with tracking, using several radar scans, and six scans are used. In this case, a standard multiple hypothesis tracking, evaluating all tracking association hypothesis, would require about \(10^{1600}\) operations, a number too large for computation. Therefore, tracking requires strong signals, with about a 15 db signal-to-clutter ratio [1]. NMF successfully detected and tracked all three targets and required only \(10^6\) operations, achieving about 18 dB improvement in signal-to-clutter sensitivity.

In case of low clutter (signal-to-clutter ratio above 15 dB) MHT can successfully detect tracks and in this case accuracy of MHT tracks is expected to be comparable to NMF, when tracks are well separated. If probability densities of radar measurements are known, such estimates will be unbiased. When tracks overlap, NMF is expected to produce biased results. The reason is that NMF estimation is not true

---

**Fig. 1.** Graphical representation of the NMF architecture.
maximum likelihood, but conditional on hypotheses about correct data-to-track assignments. For close tracks assignments are biased, therefore estimations are biased. If probability densities are used for similarities, NMF produces true maximum likelihood estimation, including maximum likelihood assignments, and therefore are expected to be unbiased (for many shapes of probability densities). But, let me emphasize again, this bias is a relatively small problem. The real advantage of NMF is its ability to track in heavy clutter, improving upon other tracking algorithms by orders of magnitude; in other words, solving previously unsolvable problems.

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Future research will include feature-added tracking when - in addition to amplitude, position, and velocity - other characteristics of received signals are also used for improved associations between signals and track models. The NMF neural network can naturally incorporate this additional information. Since association neural weights in NMF are functions of object models (1) any object feature can be included into the models and will be used for signal-model associations.

Other sources of information can be included. For example, coordinates of roads can be easily incorporated into the NMF procedure. For this purpose road positions should be characterized by a probability density, depending on the known coordinates and expected errors. Then similarities (2) can be modified by multiplying them by the probability densities of roads.
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